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m Company profile

m Products and services

For more than 10 years now, we have been dealing with human resources, safety and training. And
not only.
We know very well how important it is, in a company, not to leave anything to chance.
Each choice and each decision must be the result of
a precise analysis and of a consistent evaluation.
In 2014 we have funded PPG because choosing
the right partner makes the difference, today more
than ever.
PPG provides you with an efficient and precise organization in order to always reach your goals,
designing innovative solutions that let you manage,
with the maximum control, those special areas of
activity and risk.

PPG gives assistance to its customers offering consultancy and supplying a company management
systems that can be useful when monitoring and
improving the working performances, according to
the international regulations and standards. Thanks
to the features of its products it gives a contribution for an effective improvement of the company
management and the customer’s performance. We
design and create:
• Systems for the company safety management
(safety);
• Systems for the monitoring of the company activities and processes;
• System for the constant and rewarding training
of the personnel.
PPG uses its own experience and its own expertise,
with commitment and dedication, in order to detect
solutions, studied case by case, that allow to face
and overcome the Customer’s needs, contributing
to the improvement of the organizations with which
it is cooperating.
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m The legal opinion
Training on workers’ safety and health has
acquired a crucial importance when organizing the prevention activities, a part from
representing a law obligation supported by
specific criminal sanctions, first of all punishing the employer, according to the Legislative
Decree 81/2008.
Training is also at the core of the trial activity.
Such a continuous training activity creates in
the company an effective and diffused safety
culture, having, at the same time, a significant
defensive value within any possible criminal
trial.
The jurisprudence considers that a worker
who has received an adequate training has a
higher and better awareness of his role within
the general prevention activities.
A training that even has a systematic and rewarding feature defines an entrepreneur profile that cares about the matter and it significantly reduces the accident rate.

mH
 ow much does an

accident cost?

Most of the times we do not think about it but an
accident determines, for each company, heavy impacts on daily activities and very high costs.
They might be monetary costs but not only, even in
the case a “non severe” accident happens.
Investing in prevention, a part from being an ethical value, it is nowadays advantageous.

m Convenience
Investing in prevention is ALWAYS convenient.
The request of the INAIL rate reduction, for instance, allows the company to save a lot on the amount
to be paid.
Safety 2.0 helps in reaching the necessary requirements.
PPG Sistemi is next to you, providing you with the
adequate instruments
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m Safety 2.0
An innovative system (patent pending) able to motivate the worker who is following his daily training
process. There is no safe machinery for a worker
who has not been appropriately trained.

m Advantages
The system motivates every worker to “strengthen”
his own education on health and safety regulations
daily within his working environment, giving advantages to
• the worker himself
• his colleagues
• the company.
The wider knowledge on the subjects connected to
safety on the working environment and on the correct behaviors to be adopted helps reducing the
accidents, protecting both the worker and the employer.
The system aims at motivating and pushing every
operator to self train, guaranteeing to the employer
the certified checking of the user’s activity.

m Features
“Safety 2.0” is the innovative and exclusive system
by PPG for a continuous training, an integration
to the training prescribed by the law, based on a
hw + sw device, able to deliver specific multimedia
contents according to the role and the specific job
of every single worker.
As a matter of fact, each worker has access to the
system thanks to a personal identification device
that allows the authentication.
The system develops, on a daily base, a detailed
and certified report on every single access. In this
way the customer-company is able to define “who
has seen what”.
A rewarding mechanism, specific for each customer, that will incentivize the worker to use the system
and to train.
Always.
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